
SUBMIT PERSONAL ESSAYS

Not sure where to share your personal essay? Here are 19 sites to that publish personal narratives.

You can view our privacy policy here, and our disclaimer. They can be contacted individually by vertical at
Parenting sheknows. Who are they? A huge community of individuals all looking for ways to make life easier.
Enough for a mortgage on a small house. Where to Submit Short Stories  Bustle It is a lifestyle site that will
accept personal essays from women of words long. They should be informal and conversational in tone. They
do accept pitches for longer, reported stories that come with pay. However, you will get the answer no fast
than in three month. Slate Who are they? Salon Who are they? Check guidelines for suggested themes.
Lifehack Who are they? Huffington Post Who are they? Writers are unpaid, and enjoy gaining instant
exposure to a segment of the SheKnows monthly readership, which spans into the tens of millions. If you feel
like writing for a Jewish parenting website, this one is right for you. Submitting To A Literary Magazine?
Summing up, it is better to research the magazines first and read some of the article to understand to what
audience it is directed to. That said, some literary magazine staffers rely on submission managers online forms
to organize manuscripts. They receive a mighty amount of submissions, so you may have to bear with them.
Where to Submit Listicles  And yes, we want your humor, wit, and good old-fashioned satire, too. All of their
features are packed with accurate information and opinion from people who have been there and done that.
Better Humans Better Humans publishes stories on success and productivity â€” writing aimed at making
humans better. Subscribe and we'll send you 3 companies hiring right now. A seriously stylish outlet for poets
based in the UK, though it seems like anyone of any background can submit. The website is full of
heartwarming and heartbreaking tales in equal measure. Thinking of submitting to them? Here are links to the
submission pages for eight of my favorites:. Yes, but payment rates are unclear. As its name suggests, it
specializes in stories about obscure and unusual places of interest. Full Grown People Who are they? That
gives you time to write something! The destination for writers of all pedigrees â€” looking at their testimonials
will make your head spin. The magazine will publish your work for 40 cent per word. MORE writing tips:.
Travelicious Who are they? Dorkly Who are they? I had so many different thoughts and ideas I assumed it
would be a bit scattered, but I feel very clear about what I need to do moving forward. By the end of the
month, I had tripled my income from that lousy month. You need to find somewhere to submit your writing
online.


